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The Wellspring Surgery Patient Participation Group (PPG)

Patient Survey 2011

The PPG members and the practice felt that due to moving to our new building April 2012 it was appropriate to base this years survey in the following four areas;
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	Parking
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	New and existing technology
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	New waiting area
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Open day


400 paper copies of the questionnaire were handed out by the reception team during November 2011.  An electronic copy of the survey was put on the practice website which could either be completed on line or printed off and handed in.

ACTION PLAN 
Issues highlighted
Source
Suggested action required to address the issues
Anticipated date of implementation 
Action taken 
and by whom
Outcome achieved
Car Parking 
The current parking situation is generally unsatisfactory for patients, with over a third claiming that it is not easy to park.

51% of car users claimed that more direct bus routes would encourage them to use alternative forms of transport.
23.3% patients claimed that a more frequent bus service would encourage them to use this alternate mode of transport.

Not enough spaces for individuals with a disability.

Survey
During the PPG meeting on the 11.01.12 the following actions were agreed;
This information to be forwarded to Nottingham NHS who are responsible for the development of the building (in conjunction with Nottingham County Council)


Awaiting further information from Nottingham City NHS.

The Practice (JS)

To discuss feedback with PPG members and practice team -
once received from Nottingham NHS/NCC 


















Current Technology
80.3% were not aware of the new surgery website.

86.7% were unable that repeat prescriptions could be ordered on line










A more encouraging 57.1% were aware of text message reminders

Survey
During the PPG meeting on the 11.01.12 the following actions were agreed;
The PPG members stated that this was something they could help with regarding promoting IT services we have to offer.

Once the open day confirmed by the NHS – JS to inform the PPG members to check that they are available this day for IT demonstrations 
i.e. how to get onto the practice website.



Perhaps we should use text messaging for more than just 
reminders?




To be discussed

PPG members 

By 28.05.12

















New Technology 
46.6% stated that they would use the self service chi in screen and 55.5% stated they would use the electronic screen display.
Survey
The practice to go ahead and purchase this new equipment
April 2012
The Practice (JS)
To be installed on 23.04.12 and ready for use 24.04.12
New waiting area
To improve the environment of the waiting area in the surgery

Survey
It was also agreed that the PPG members would think about what sort of desired items are required  in the waiting area of the new building i.e. what sort of books/magazines; should we invite people to write their own poetry to have on display; what sort of plants; should there be music and if yes what type of music would be suitable?

Feedback form PPG.

13.02.12 received a comprehensive list from one member.
To circulate and discuss at next meeting.





April 2012
Open day- 60 patients who completed the questionnaire would like to come along to meet our PPG group and find about more about joining.  

Survey
This will be on Monday 28th May 2012 (the official opening day of the new building).
PPG members to be informed of the date and for them to confirm if they are able to attend.
The Practice
21.03.12



